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Let ~ and p be partitions of n. Given a permutation fie ~n of type p, we 
construct and enumerate the set {de ~,  [a of type ~, flail - l  =a}. Explicit and 
recurrence formulas are obtained. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A species A is a covariant functor from the category of finite sets (as 
objects) and bijections (as morphisms) to the category of finite sets and 
functions. If U is a finite set, A [U]  is the set of A-structures on U. If 
f :  U--, V is a bijection then A[ f ] :  A[U]  ~ A[V], which is a bijection, is 
the transport morphism of A-structures along f 
If A is a species and U is a finite set, then ~v acts on A[U]  by transpor- 
tation of structures: 
~uxA[U]  ~AFU]  
(fl, s) ~ A[fl](s). 
If fl is in ~v,  we denote by FiXA(fl) (and fiXA(fl) its cardinality) the set of 
A-structures on U fixed by transportation along ft. 
For a given species A, fiXA(fl) depends only on the cyclic structure of ft. 
Hence the notation fiXA(li) makes sense when defined by fiXA([~) := fiXA(fl), 
where fl is any permutation of [n] of type II. Recall [ Jo] that the cycle 
index series of A, ZA, which is a formal power series in the infinite set of 
variables {xl, x2 .... }, is defined by 
.~. dl ~. d2 dn 
ZA(X I 'X2 'X3 ' " ' )=  ~ Z f iXA(d)  ~ I  ~2 "''Xn 
n>~o d~--n 1 al d~ ! .2 d2 "d2! . . . . .  n do d.!" 
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One can define ([Jo], [B4], [Lgl] ,  [-Ljl]) the sum and product of any 
species A and B, denoted respectively by A + B and A. B, and, also, when 
C is a species such that C[~]  = ~,  the substitution of C in A, denoted 
A(C). 
THEOREM1. Given species A, B, and C such that C[~]  = ~,  we have 
ZA+B h~- ZA "31- ZB (1) 
ZA.B = ZA" ZB (2) 
ZA(~) = zA(z~)  = z~( (z~)~,  ( z~h,  (z~)~ .... ), (3) 
where, for all i >i 1, (Zc) i = Zc(xi, x2,- .... ) and where the sum and product on 
the right of ( l )  and (2) are the usual sum and product of Jbrmal power series. 
Another operation on species is the restriction to sets of a given car- 
dinality. More precisely, we define the species At, called the rth component 
of A, by 
{~[ ,U] , i f [U[=r ,  
A r [ U] := else. 
(Transport along bijections is, of course, the same as that for A.) 
For the purpose of this paper, using the operations on species already 
defined, only two very "basic" species are needed: the species Exp and Cye, 
defined by the following rules: for all finite sets U, V, and all bijections 
f :  U--+ V, Exp[U]={U},  Exp[U](U)=V; Cyc[U]={~r~uI ~r is a 
cyclic permutation on U}, Cyc[f](~r)=faf -1. If Prm is the species of 
permutations, we readily have 
Prm = Exp(Cyc), (4) 
which is to say that a permutation is merely a set of cycles. 
Let d = (dl, d2 .... , dn) be a fixed partition on n. We define the species 
Prmd to be the subspecies of Prm of all permutations of type d. The 
following lemma is a refinement of (4) and, indeed, as easy to prove as the 
former. 
LEMMA 1. We have 
Prmd = Expd~(Cyel). Expa2(Cye2) . . . . .  Expan(Cye~). (5) 
Using (5), the n-fold version of (2), and the definition of fiXA(P) we get: 
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LEMMA 2. We have 
*~EXpdk(CyCk)  ~, (6) 
where the sum is on all n x n matr ices  (b~,i) such that Z~=I  ...... bk, i = ilk. 
As Lemma2 shows, in order to find the fix of Prmd it suffices to 
compute, for all integers i >~ 0, j >~ 1 and all partitions d = (dl, d2, ..., dn) of 
i - j  = n the value of the expression 
fiXExpi(Cycj)(ld~ ... nd.). (,) 
In the following, we proceed in two different ways to calculate this 
expression. The first one, essentially algebraic, uses p le thysm [-which is 
formula (3) of Theorem 1 ] to compute the cycle index series of Expi(Cycs). 
By definition, it suffices then to extract he coefficients of the series to get 
an expression for (.). The second, more direct, uses a constructive 
approach to solve the problem. 
1. THE ALGEBRAIC SOLUTION 
It is well known that 
yb l  . . . y.bi 
ZExpi(Xl' X2' X3' "")= E ~1 ~-.....L bv--i lb7~1! 5.. ibibi ! 
1 r 
ZCycj(X1, X2, X3 .... ) =-- ~ 9(q) Xq 
J qr =j 
(7) 
(8) 
where q~ is the Euler totient function. Hence, by (3) we obtain 
ZExp i (Cyr j ) (X l ,  X2 ,  X3  . . . .  ) 
= ~ ((l/j) ~2qr=j ~0(q) X]q) ~ ' . . .  ((l/j) Zqr=j q)(q) xf, q)b' 
b~- i l b~bl ! " " ibibi ! 
(9) 
Here, one could develop the right member of (9) and try to find the 
coefficient of x 1~1 x2& • - - x he" (and multiply the result by l~fl l!2&! - • . nP"fln !) 
to get the number of permutations of type ji (on In])  fixed by ft. However, 
this "meaningless" computation does not appear to give, directly at least, 
any kind of tractable information about what the fixed structures look like. 
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A similar problem, for the species of Derangements, was met previously 
in [CL2]. We then found two expressions for fixoe,(fl). The first one, 
( -1 )  a, 
E 1-IT , i (lO) 
O<~ri<~fli " i u i  ;~ 
was obtained, algebraically, by performing and developing the following 
product of cycle index series, 
ZD,,(xl, xz, x3 .... )=Exp( -~ nX') ~ 1--x,'l (11) 
n>~l n>~l 
The second one, 
fixD,,(fl)= f i  ~=o(fl j)[Der[j] l i J ( i -1) ~-j, (12) 
i= l  j 
which is a formula that counts things (!) [every term in (12) is a positive 
integer, contrarily to (10)], was obtained using a combinatorial rgument. 
It is instructive to see how one gets (12) from (10). The calculation 
essentially depends of the following identity (algebraically trivial), for series 
in one formal variable x: 
1 1 e -x.  e ~. e -x /a . - -  = e-~/a • - -  (13) 
1 - -X  1 --X" 
Indeed, equating coefficients of x" of both sides of (13), we have 
( -1) '  (--1) k 1 ( -1 )  m 
O<~i+j+k<~n iT. akk! j!--o<~m<~n~ m!a m . (14) 
Setting i= 2, j=  a -  &, k = f l -  a, n = fl, and m = & in (14) and multiplying 
by fl !a p, we get 
2! fl!(-1)z+p-~a~ - ~ fl!(-1)aaa-a&! (15) 
o ,<~a~e (/~-a)! (a -a) !  o~ 
Since 
E ~!(-1)~ (-1)~-~a~ 
o~_~_~ 2! (B-~) ! (~-a) !  
= E 
O<&~<fl 
= E 
fl! (6! ~ a a ( f l j  a J ( -  1) a-a- j  
6!(/~-6)! o~a 2! J 
(~) ,Derl-gq[ aa(a-  1) a-a (16) 
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we have 
(~)lDer[f]lae(a-1)B-~= ~ f l ' ( -1 )~a~-~ (17) 
o~<~ o~<~ ~! 
If we substitute fl = fli and a = i, and take the product on i, from 1 to n, on 
both sides of (17), we find that the right side of (12) is indeed equal to the 
right side of (10). 
2. THE CONSTRUCTIVE METHOD 
In [-CLI, CL2], the authors developed a direct elementary method to 
build combinatorial structures kept fixed by the action of a given permuta- 
tion ft. We use this method here to construct he permutations of type j/ 
kept fixed by ft. 
Since, for all integers i ~> 0, j ~> 1, Expi(Cycj) is a subspecies of Prm, we 
obtain (for all permutations fl) the inclusion 
FixExp~(CyCj)(fl) _ Fixerra(fl ). (t8) 
Let fl(k), 1 <~ k<~ n, denote the permutation induced from fl by taking its 
cycles of length k. 
LEMMA 3. We have 
Fixprm(fl) ~ I~ ,Fixprm(fl(k)), 
k=l 
It is clear from (18) that FixExp~(Cycj)(fi) inherits this property. 
(19) 
LEMMA 4. We have 
FixExo,(Cyej)(fl) ~ f i  FixExp,(Cycy)(fl(k)). (20) 
k=l 
From Lemma2 and 4, it suffices then to find, for all k, 1 ~<k~<n, 
fiXrxpi(Cycj)(fl ), to give a complete solution to our main problem. To do so, 
we first look at the construction of Fixerm(fl(k)) and specialize the 
procedure to obtain Fixrxpi(Cycj)(fl(k)). 
For 1 <<.k<.n, let C(k) and [n(k)] be respectively the set of cycles 
and the underlying set of fl(k). We define fl(k)-Prm[n(k)]:= 
{(6, A) l f :C(k)~C(k)  is a permutation and A'C(k)~[n(k)] is a 
function such that, for all e in C(k), A(c)e6(c)}. 
LEMMA 5. We have 
Fixprm(fi(k)) ~ fl(k) - Prm[b(k)].  (21) 
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Proof There is a bijection f2:fl(k)-Prm[n(k)]~Fixe,~,(fl(k)) 
defined by the following rule: 0(3, A) = a where, for all c in C(k) and all 
integers r/> l, 
a(flr(min(c))) := flr(A(c)). 
Remark. It is clear how one can get, from Lemmas 3 and 5, the well- 
known result 
fiXprm(/~) = f i  flk !" kfl~:" 
k=l  
The problem is now to determine the (sub) set of couples 
(6, A) e fl(k) - Prm[n(k)] which is in bijection with FixExpi(cr,j)(fl(k)). 
For now assume fl is a permutation of In] of type k ~k. Let d be a divisor 
of n and 3: C(k) ~ C(k) be a cyclic permutation. We define Cut,(d) by 
Cut~(d) := {(6, A) e f l -  Prm[n] such that £2(6, A) has type (d. flk)~/d}. 
LEMMA 6. We have 
JCut~(d)l = ~p(d). k (Èk- 1). (22) 
Proof The factor ¢p(d) in (22) clearly appears when ilk= 1. When 
flk > 1, we have complete freedom (k choices) to define A on each of the 
cycles of fl except one, for which there are only (as in the case flk = 1) ~0(d) 
choices. 
DEFINITION. When a ~ £2(Cuta(d)), we say that a is d-cutted. 
If we want a d-cutted permutation a to be of type j("/J), we must have d ] j 
since d. flk =J. Hence, as dlk, a necessary condition for Cut6(d) not to be 
empty is dJ (j, k), where (j, k) := gcd{j, k}. However, this is not a sufficient 
condition: this depends also on ilk, the number of cycles of ft. 
In fact, if for all d] (j, k) we choose a collection F(d) of #d sets of cycles 
of fl, say 
V(d) = {F(d, 1), F(d, 2) ..... F(d, #d)}, 
such that [Jal(j,k)[Jl<_i~<~F(d, ia)=C(k) and, for all d and all i a, 
1 <~ia<Pa, IF(d, ia)[ =j/d and construct, via Q, all d-cutted permutations 
from the cycles in F(d, ia), we will certainly find permutations a having 
only cycles of length j, as wanted, and all of them. This leads to the 
condition 
pad=ilk. (23) 
dl(j,k) 
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Hence the set 8 - Expz (Cyej) [n ] defined by f2(8 - Exp~ (Cye;) In ] ) = 
Fix~xp,(Cy¢~)(8) consists in all (6, A )eS-Prm[n]  such that c~ is of the type 
17-[ (j_'~d (24) 
dt(Z~) \d ]  
and such that for all cycles c of lengthj/d of 8, (3[c, A)e Cut~lc(d ). 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  8 is a permutation of [n] of type k ~k then there are 
(25) 
the 
1/  ~p(d) 8k k ky  lq 
(,d) al (s, ,) #d" \k .  (j/d)J 
permutations of n of type j ("/J) fixed by conjugation with 8, where in (25 
sum is on vectors (/~a)d1(j,k) such that (23) holds. 
Proof We find 18-Exp~(Cyej)[n][; from (24), once (#a)al(S,k)is deter- 
mined, we have 
8k! (26) 
1--[al(S,k) (J/d) "~ #a! 
ways to choose 6. By (22) we may complete with A in 
I~ (~(d) .k  (j/d)-')us (27) 
d[(j,k) 
ways. Hence we get the expression 
8k! 
i~dl(S,k)(j./d)~a #d! I~ (q~(d) k(J/J)-~) ~, (28) 
(IG) d[(j,k) 
where the sum in on vectors (/~a)al(s.k) such that (23) holds. Proposition 1 
follows. 
From (20) we get 
COROLLARY. If fl is a permutation of type I~ 1 <~ k<~,, k~ then 
fI ( 1 FixEx,,(cycj)(fl)-- flk !k~k ~ I] - -  (29) 
k= 1 (l~d) dl(j,t) #d! \k .  ( j /d)/  
where the sum is on vectors (/~d)dl(j,k~ such that (23) holds. 
Once the result of (29) is used in (6), we have fiXprm~(p), for any partitions 
and 1~. 
To simplify notations, let f be defined on pairs of partitions by 
f(g, p):= fiXprm~([~ ). We also have a recursive relation for the f(g, p)'s. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let k be the smallest part of II. We have 
f(~, [I)= ~ (j-- 1)!k j-1 ~ q~ f(o/i d, ll/kJ), (30) 
j = 1 d]k 
where i=jk/d,f(O, 0) = 1, and if a i -d  <O then the last term is O. 
Proof. We take fl, of type li, such that n is on a k-cycle, and choose. 
j -1  other k-cycles among the f lk -  1 remaining ones. We put a circular 
permutation 3 on thesej k-cycles and, for all dlk, construct all the possible 
(k/d)-cutted permutations on 3 (always via £2). This means we have now 
constructed, from j cycles of length k of fl, the (partial) permutations of 
type ((k/d) . j ) (k / (k /d ) )  = i d fixed by those j cycles; and (30) follows. 
Proposition 2 allows us to compute f(o, ~) recursively. This is done in 
the annex of this paper, for partitions of n up to n = 7. The results have 
been collected in 2-dimensional rrays indexed by o and p. 
Note that these arrays are "almost" symmetric; the connection between 
the i, j and j, i entries is given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. We have 
Proof. 
Then 
fiXprm~(~)" I~ i~'a~! =fiXP~mp(cQ" FI i/~'fl, !. 
i=1 i=1 
(31) 
Consider the set S={(tr, fl):[~=I-[ii ~, tr=I-Iii% afl=fla}. 
n! n! 
ISI = fiXprm=(l~) He i~'fli != fiXprmP(~) "r-rill i%ri! 
and (31) follows. 
ANNEX 
ff•l 4 122 1 3 24 4 \o  
~v 13 1 2 3 14 1 1 1 1 1 
12 2 122 6 2 0 2 0 
o\  
1 13 1 1 1 13 8 0 2 0 0 
12 1 1 1 2 3 1 0 24 3 1 0 3 1 
1 1 2 1 1 3 2 0 2 4 6 0 0 2 2 
n=l  n=2 n=3 n=4 
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